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        [Draft 12-16-2010] 
 

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW WITH RON HYDE, JR. 
Anchorage, Alaska 

October 6, 2010 
 
Historians Rolfe Buzzell and Nicole Lantz of the Office of History and Archaeology, Division of 
Parks and Outdoor Recreation, Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR) conducted an 
oral history interview with Ron Hyde, Jr. on October 6, 2010.   Ron Hyde, Jr. lives in Anchorage 
and is President and CEO of PRL Logistics, Inc., which is based in Anchorage.  His mailing 
address at work is 3201 C Street, Suite 300, Anchorage, Alaska 99503.  His work telephone 
number is (907) 261-9440.   
 
The interview took place in Ron’s office and the interviewers asked questions focusing on Ron’s 
recreational and commercial river running activities in the Goodnews River drainage of Alaska.  
The interview began about 11 AM.  The interviewers did not turn on the digital recorder until 
about half way through the two-hour interview session, which ended at 1 PM.  The following 
interview summary is based on handwritten notes taken by the two interviewers for the first half 
of the session, then a summary of the digital recording of the rest of the interview.  The 
interviewers brought a GIS map of the Goodnews River area created at DNR.  The map is 
marked with river miles for the main rivers.  Ron made notes on the map to indicate the location 
of commercial lodges and camps sites, historic sites and the furthest extent that he traveled up 
specific water bodies.  References to river miles in this summary are to the mile posts on the 
DNR maps.  All photographs used in this summary are courtesy of Ron. 
 
Ron B. Hyde, Jr. was born in 1961.  His 
father, Ron Hyde, Sr., who lives in 
Anchorage, started “Alaska River Safaris,” 
a commercial river guiding business, in 
1971 (Figure 1).  The focus of that business 
was guiding clients in the Goodnews River 
drainage.   
 
Ron recommended several sources for the 
early transportation history of the 
Goodnews River area.  He mentioned Dr. 
Otto George’s book, The Eskimo Medicine 
Man (Oregon Historical Society, 1979), 
which Ron said contained information on 
the region.  He also mentioned the archives 
of the Moravian Church in Bethel, which 
contain meticulous diaries and journals of 
the Moravian  missionaries in western 
Alaska, including information on their activities and trips.  

Figure 1.  Ron Hyde, Sr. on the North Fork 
 of the Goodnews River, 1980s. 
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The Hyde family started operating in the Goodnews Bay area prior to the establishment of the 
Cape Newenham NWR.  Ron remembered the time when different parties were making land 
selections and how the regional and village corporations were selecting lands on top of each 
other and local Native allotments.  
 
Ron and his family began commercial river guide in the Goodnews River drainage prior to the 
creation of the Togiak National Wildlife Refuge (NWR).  His father started the guiding business 
in 1971 and Ron worked for his father in his teens, twenties and thirties.  After the creation of the 
Togiak NWR, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USF&WS) officials placed a moratorium on 
commercial guiding on the Goodnews River and its tributaries, restricting the number of guides 
to 1984 levels.  No restrictions were made on air taxi services or non-guided use.  Initially, Ron 
said, non-guided recreational float use on the Goodnews River and its tributaries was about 25 
percent of commercial use.  In the 1980s, non-guided float use rose dramatically and surpassed 
by far commercially guided use of the river.  There was lots of traffic on the river, 20-30 rafters 
at a time going down the river and non-guided traffic continued to increase in the 1980s and 
1990s (Figure 2).  Ron recalled that Natives, non-commercial rafters and fly-in fishermen who 
used the river left lots of trash along the river, creating a real problem.  Rafters on the river 
would catch and take the fish, and leave their trash to make room to carry out the fish.  The 
commercial guides on the river picked up trash left by others because the guides viewed the river 
as a non-renewable resource that was fragile.  On several occasions, when he found identification 
or mailing addresses on the trash, Ron collected trash and sent it COD to the people who had left 
the trash on the river. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Three Alaska River Safaris rafts and "Laska" the dog  
on the lower Goodnews River just above Barnum Creek, 1974. 
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Ron came of age in the Goodnews River area and lived there about 25 years, from 1971 to about 
2006.  In his youth he and friends would snowmachine from Platinum to the Slug River and 
kayak down.  Later, Ron moved to Goodnews village year round.  He spent two years living in 
the winter at Goodnews Lake in Betty Huffmon’s Cabin [Native allotment AA-37800-D], 
hunting and trapping in the area.  He lived in the Goodnews Bay area for 25 years and built a 
home in Goodnews Bay village.  He trapped in the winters and got to know many of the local 
Natives.  He learned the local language and knows the Native names for local rivers and 
landmarks.  Ron attended the State Trooper Academy in Sitka in 1985 and became a Village 
Public Safety Officer (VPSO).  He served as a VPSO for 5 years, stationed mostly in Goodnews 
Bay village.   
 
Ron’s family operated a commercial guiding business called “Alaska River Safaris” and 
“Goodnews River Lodge” (Figure 3).  They operated in the Goodnews Bay area from 1971 until 
the mid-1990s.  The business offered float and 
power-boat trips on the north (main) branch of the 
Goodnews River.  The float trips began at 
Goodnews Lake, where the Hydes’ used Betty 
Huffman’s cabin [Native allotment AA-37800-D] 
as a base camp.  Rafts carrying clients floated 
down the Goodnews River to the village or to 
other take-out points along the river.  The Hydes 
also did float and motor boat trips on the Middle 
and South Forks, and on two tributaries that flow 
into Goodnews Lake.  For many years Alaska 
River Safaris and Goodnews River Lodge were 
the only outfitters on the Goodnews area. 
 
The Hydes conducted guided trips on the upper Goodnews River and Igmiumanik Creek.  They 
took clients about a mile upstream of the outlet of upper Goodnews River (Figure 4) to fish for 
Dolly Varden, salmon and lake trout.  They also took clients by boat up the upper Goodnews on 
hunting trips in the 1970s and 
1980s to about Section (Sec.) 
14, Township (T.) 7 South (S.), 
Range (R.) 66 West (W.), 
Seward Meridian (SM) [river 
mile 75.5 on the DNR map].  
The Hydes used 16-foot 
Gregor aluminum boats.  They 
also took clients by motor boat 
up Igmiumanik Creek, a 
tributary that flows into upper 
Goodnews River in Sec. 35, T. 
7 S, R. 66 W., SM.  They went 
upstream into Sec. 19, T. 7 S., 
65 W., SM.   
 

Figure 3.  Logo for Alaska  
River Safaris, 1990s. 

Figure 4.  An Alaska River Safaris raft on the upper Goodnews 
River above Goodnews Lake, 1980s.  The raft is powered  

by a 5-horsepower British Seagul outboard motor. 
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The Hydes used several types of boats, including 16-foot Klamath and 16-foot Gregor brand 
aluminum boats with 25-horsepower propeller motors and 40-horsepower jet engines (Figure 5).  
They also used 15-foot Zodiak rafts with 40-horsepower jets, and 15-foot Avon Professional 
rafts with 5-horsepower British Seagull outboard motors (Figure 4).  They went up Igmiumanik 
Creek, sometimes paddling, sometimes walking.  The creek got deeper the farther they went up 
there.  Ron also traveled up and over the passes to Nagugun Creek and Nagugun Lake, and up 
into the Gechiak Mountains to Gechiak Lake doing winter trapping.  While trapping and hunting 
bear in those areas, he used a combination of skiff, raft, snow shoes and sleds to travel. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.  Three skiffs and a raft belonging to Alaska River Safaris at the "Swallows," 

a place where swallows nest on the bluff in the background, on the North Fork 
of the Goodnews River, 1970s-1980s. 

 
 
The area upstream of Goodnews Lake was part of Ron’s trap line and he went there often in the 
two years that he lived in Betty Huffmon’s cabin on the lake.  He accessed the area by skiff, raft, 
snowshoe and sled.  There are many legends about Goodnews Lake.  When he arrived at the lake 
there were salmon skin hip boots in the cabin when his family first occupied the cabin. 
Ron stated that most of the travel on the upper Goodnews River and its tributaries occurred in the 
spring and late fall when water levels were high.  He recalled that in some places, these water 
bodies did not freeze solid and that open water remained.  The water was still deep enough in 
winter to need to remove clothes to cross river.  The river did not freeze through.  In some places 
these water bodies were waste deep.  On the upper Goodnews River [above river mile 68 on the 
DNR map], Ron engaged in hunting and trapping for his own personal use.  There are many old 
game trails in the area and there used to be a huge pack of wolves in the area.  He did not take 
paying clients beyond (upstream of) river mile 68.   
 
Ron spent a lot of time in the winters hunting and trapping with local Natives.  The elders told 
him traditional stories using story knives.  They also told him that they traditionally hunted parka 
squirrels in the watersheds of the upper Goodnews River during the late winter.  The Natives 
dragged their boats over the snow and ice, and then floated down the rivers after breakup in the 
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spring.  Elders at Goodnews Village told Ron that in the past they built and used skin boats in the 
upper reaches of the Goodnews River.  They hunted caribou in the mountains and used the skins 
to make boats.  They made frames for the boats from alder after which they stretched the caribou 
hides over the frames.  They used the skin boats to float down the Goodnews River to their 
village after breakup.   
 
The Natives also used skins boats on Gechiak Lake and Gechiak River, which originates just 
over the pass in the mountains southeast of the Goodnews Lake.   The pass from the upper 
Goodnews River to Gechiak River was another portage that the Natives used to travel to Togiak 
Bay.  Ron stated that all of these portage routes starting from the Goodnews River and extending 
over the mountain passes were interconnected.  Ron pointed out a site on the DNR map where he 
found the remains of several old skin boats.  The site is on the east side of a large lake that is 
south and east [of river mile 37 on the DNR map] of the Middle Fork of the Goodnews River 
[SW corner of Sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 68 W., SM].  Ron indicated that only the alder wood frames 
were left, when he came across the site.  He stated that he thought that the remains of the boats 
can still be found there today. 
 
Ron’s Eskimo name is Sugtunig, which comes from Sugtunig Mountain.  As a side note, he told a 
story of snow machining up Isurik Creek (Seal Creek) and breaking through the ice.  He floated 
downstream under the ice for about a mile.  His Native companions pulled him out of the creek 
and rolled him in a blue tarp and took him back to the village.  
 
On the main branch of the Goodnews River, the Hyde family’s business usually started clients 
out at Goodnews Lake.  From there, the guides took the clients down river either in rafts or 
motor boats.  Ron and his father built “Goodnews River Lodge,” which was one of their stopping 
places along the river (Figure 6).  They sold the lodge and the rest of the commercial guiding 
business to Mike Gordon about 1995.  Gordon still operates the lodge and conducts commercial 
guiding on the Goodnews River and the Middle and South Forks of the Goodnews River.    
 
 

 
Figure 6.  Alaska River Safari's Goodnews River Lodge at river mile 6 of the North Fork, 1992. 
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Figure 7.  One of Alaska River Safari's jet boats at the confluence 

 of the North and south Forks of the Goodnews river, 1980s. 
 
The Hydes used four types of water craft on the main branch of the Goodnews River.  The used 
21-foot and 23-foot inboard jet craft, some of which were equipped with 350 cubic inch Ford 
engines (Figure 7).  They also used 18-foot Wooldridge aluminum skiffs with 50-horsepowere 
outboard motors (Figure 8), and inflatable Zodiak rafts.   
 

 
Figure 8.  Skiffs at one of Alaska River Safari's temporary camps 

on the North Fork of the Goodnew river, 1981. 
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The Hydes had several camps along the river.  One of them was at river mile 12 [on the DNR 
map], and Ron showed the interviewers a photograph of that camp (Figure 8).  The camp was 
used from 1971 to the late 1980s, and he estimated that the photograph was taken in 1981.  The 
fixed camps were located along the river.  The Hydes also used temporary camps for clients 
rafting down the rivers.  Ron and another employee tore down and packed up the camp after the 
clients started rafting each morning. Ron and the other employee went ahead of the group and set 
up the next camp before the clients arrived for the evening (Figure 9).  The Hydes had a resupply 
camp at Goodnews Village on land leased from the Alaska Department of Transportation and 
Public Facilities land at the village airstrip.  The Hydes also had a fixed camp within the Togiak 
NWR, located about five miles upstream from the NWR boundary [about river mile 34 on the 
DNR map].  That camp was permitted by the Togiak NWR.     
 
 

 
Figure 9.  A temporary Alaska River Safaris camp on the Goodnews River just south 

of Wattamuse Creek, 1974.  Carlos [last name unknown] and Ron Hyde, Jr. 
are in the background setting up camp prior to arrival of clients. 

 
 
[At about this point the interviewers turned on the digital recorder.]  
 
Ron pointed out the location at Goodnews Lake where he lived at a cabin on the lake [Native 
allotment AA-37800-D]. 
 
Ron showed the interviewers a three ring binder containing photographs from the Goodnews 
area taken when his family operated the commercial guiding business there.  The interviewers 
tagged some of the photographs and Ron agreed to allow the interviewers to scan some of the  
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Figure 10.  Hauling a raft up the Goodnews River on a jet boat in the late 
1970s.  The jet boat is a 25-foot Duckworth with a 454 cubic inch Chevy 

engine and a 3-stage Hamilton inboard jet unit. 
 
photographs for possible use in their reports.  Ron pointed out a photo of a 5-horsepower British 
Seagull outboard motor that his business used on 15-foot rafts that went above Goodnews Lake 
(Figure 4).   He also pointed out a photo of Goodnews Lake showing boats used by the business.  
The Hydes ran the inflatable rafts on boats up the Goodnews River (Figure 10) and staged the 
rafts at Goodnews Lake for the summer season.  He pointed out another photograph taken at the 
Goodnews River on the outlet side of the lake, showing rafts with fixed frames (Figure 11).   
 

 
Figure 11.  Rafts with rowing frames at the outlet of Goodnews Lake, 1981. 
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Another photo was of Point Camp (Figure 12), a camp along the Goodnews River on the lower 
river about five miles below Barnum Creek.   It was at about river mile 12-14 in a braided area of 
the river.  This was one of three camps.  It was on public land, below the high water line.  He 
referred to it as “sand bar camping.”  The photo of the camp was taken in 1981.  They had camps 
along the river there from the 1970s to the late 1980s.   An old tractor trail is near the river and 
the trail goes up to Wattamuse Creek.   
 
 

 
Figure 12.  Point Camp, a temporary camp used by Alaska River Safari, in 1981.  The camp 

was five miles below the mouth of Barnum Creek at river mile 14 of the Goodnews River. 
 
 
The Hyde family had multiple camps on the Goodnews River:  one at Goodnews Lake, a 
resupply camp at Goodnews village at the mouth of the Goodnews River, and multiple camps 
along the river.  They had a fixed camp in the refuge about five miles upstream from the border 
of the NWR refuge and Native lands.  The Hydes kept float planes at Goodnews Lake.  They 
used float planes to fly clients in and drop them off at camps (Figure 13), from which they took 
them out on day trips fishing from motorized craft.  They had a camp in the refuge about two-
thirds of the way up the river; a lower camp; and the resupply camp at Goodnews Village.  The 
Hydes had float trips departing from Goodnews Lake on a daily basis.  They also had guided 
motorized boat trips every day going up and down the full length of the river (Figure 14).  They 
had clients who fished salmon at tidewater, up Arm Creek (catching grayling), Barnum Creek 
(catching rainbows), Canyon Creek (catching big rainbows at the bottom and Dolly Varden 
further up), Wattamuse Creek (catching), Nimgun Creek (catching big Dolly Varden and 
grayling), Awayak Creek (catching big Dolly Varden and grayling).  Any tributaries of the main 
river that they could get up, they would take clients up and fish.   
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Figure 13.  A Beaver aircraft and a jet boat at Alaska River Safari's Upper Camp near the 
mouth of Isurik Creek at river mile 33 on the North Fork of the Goodnews River, 1980s. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 14.  "John's Hole," a place on the Goodnews River just downstream of 
Barnum Creek, where Alaska River Safaris guides took clients in the 1990s. 
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Ron stated that there was a fair amount of historical use and recent commercial use on the 
Middle Fork of the Goodnews River.  Independent and guided floaters would be dropped off by 
Yute Air, operating out of Dillingham.  Independent floaters rented equipment from the air taxi 
operators, who would drop them off and pick them up later near the bottom of the river.  They 
had individuals who owned their own equipment and would have air taxi operators drop them off 
and pick them up.  The air taxis also landed on the river.   
 
The Hydes did guided trips on the Middle Fork.  Their clients fished nearly the entire Middle 
Fork system up to the Middle Fork Lake.  The Hydes took clients up the river by motor boats to 
Middle Fork Lake [river mile 51 on the DNR map], where they had rafts prepared for the trip 
down river (Figure 15).  They led float trips that started at Middle Fork Lake and extended down 
the Middle Fork.  The Hydes also ran float trips for fishing or hunting out of various lakes along 
the river.  They used the same size power boats on the Middle Fork as on the Main Fork, with the 
exception that they used smaller sized boats once they got ten miles above Lookout Mountain.  
The Middle Fork upstream of Lookout Mountain [about river mile 10 on the DNR map] was 
shallower and had more rapids than the lower portion of the river.  The Hydes used 15-foot to 
18-foot aluminum skiffs, some covered and some uncovered, with inboard jet units up to 115-
horsepower to travel on the upper portion of the Middle Fork.   
 

 
Figure 15.  Ron Hyde, Jr., of Alaska River Safaris, driving a raft carrying 

another raft up the Middle Fork of the Goodnews River, 1970s. 
 
 
Ron stated that on a few occasions, he took clients about a mile up the Middle Fork above 
Middle Fork Lake [river mile 53 on the DNR map].  The river at that point was full of lake trout 
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and spawning red salmon.  Those were commercial trips, taking clients fishing up there.  That 
was the upper limit of Ron’s commercial and recreational use of the river during the open 
season.  He traveled further up stream, but that was by snowmachine in the winter. 
 
Historically, local Natives used skiffs with outboard motors to travel all the way up the Middle 
Fork to Middle Fork Lake.  They also traveled up the Kukaktlik River, a major tributary coming 
into the Middle Fork from the south, to hunt and fish.  The Kukaktlik River and Kukaktim Lake 
provides access to another pass into the Togiak area.   
 
From 1971 to the late 1980s, Alaska River Safaris was the only commercial operation using 
power boats on the Goodnews River system (Figure 16).  About 1987 or 1989, Ron McMillan, 
the owner of Bristol Bay Lodge, began offering commercial river trips on the Goodnews system.  
Bristol Bay Lodge had a camp on the Middle Fork of the Goodnews [river mile 23 or 24 on the 
DNR map] called Birch Creek Camp.  The lodge flew their guests in on Beavers (airplanes) to a 
lake where the Hydes had gone bear hunting.  The lake is on the Middle Fork [near river mile 23-
24 on DNR map].  Ron has movie footage of some of his family’s operations showing airplanes 
landing on the lakes and river.  After the late 1980s, other commercial guiding outfits began 
providing services on the Goodnews drainage in the 1990s, including outfitters using air taxis 
and other commercial boat operators.  
 

 
Figure 16.  Alaska River Safaris' temporary camp site at "Little Crow, on the North Fork ten 

bends below Barnum Creek, late 1970s.  "Little Crow" is a local Native place name. 
 
 
The South Fork, according to Ron, was part of a historical water-overland-water portage from 
Kuskokwim Bay to Togiak Bay.  The Pike expedition went up the South Fork and Tivyagak 
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Creek over a hundred years ago and portaged over to Matogak River.  It was also a common 
winter route.  Historically, local Natives used the route to avoid the dangerous ocean passage 
from Kuskokwim Bay to Togiak Bay.  Matogak Creek was primarily used by Togiak Natives, 
but it was part of the portage.  There was lots of use up the South Fork by Goodnews Bay 
villagers for squirrel hunting and fishing.  A fair amount of people from the village were born on 
the South Fork.   
 
At one point, the Hydes used an airboat in their commercial operations.  Airboats had been used 
out of Bethel prior to the time that the Hydes started commercial operations.  The USF&WS 
granted the Hydes a permit to use the airboat as a part of their commercial guiding operations for 
a number of years.  Ron showed the interviewers two photographs of the airboat that his family 
used on the Goodnews River as part of their commercial operations.  One photo was taken on 
Nimgun Creek and the other was taken near the outlet of Goodnews Lake (Figure 17).   
 
 

 
Figure 17.  The Hyde's airboat near the outlet of Goodnews Lake, at a place they nicknamed 

"Futhermucker Rapid" on the North Fork of the Goodnews River, early 1980s. 

 
 
Ron pointed to photographs in the three-ring binder of their different boats and camps along the 
Goodnews River.  He pointed to a photograph of a raft carrying another raft up the Middle Fork 
(Figure 15).  The Hydes took the rafts up to the lake to set up for clients, so the clients could  
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Figure 18.  A 21-foot Duckworth jet boat operated by Alaska River Safaris on 

the Goodnews River near Goodnews Lake, late 1970s or early 1980s.   
 
float down the river.  He pointed out a photograph of their camp on Goodnews Lake.   He also 
pointed out an article on his family’s guiding business in a magazine article published in 1982.  
He pointed to a photograph of a Duckworth 21-foot boat (Figure 18) and a photograph of a man 
standing on a boat on the (main fork of the) Goodnews River about 10 miles up stream from the 
mouth.  He pointed to a photograph of a crew setting up camp on Goodnews Lake in the spring, 
and a photograph of resupplying the camp at the Goodnews Lake during the winter (Figure 19).   
 

 
Figure 19.  Unloading gear at Goodnews Lake, winter 1977.  Ron Hyde, Jr. is in the middle. 
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Ron pointed out a photograph of the camp in a brochure.  The camp was located between river 
miles 6 and 7 [on the DNR map], on land leased from the local Natives.  He also pointed out a 
photograph of loading one of the company’s jet boats into a Ball Brothers C-119 cargo plane in 
Anchorage, bound for Bethel, in the 1970s (Figure 20).  Ron gave the interviewers verbal 
permission to scan or make color copies of photographs from the three-ring binder for their 
reports.   
 
 

 
Figure 20.  Loading a jet boat into a C-119 cargo plane in Anchorage for a flight to Bethel, 1970s. 

 
 
The furthest Ron went up the South Fork was into the “canyons,” where the rive gets narrow and 
shallow [about river mile 25 on the DNR map].  The river had lots of rapids and was rocky, and 
there were risks of damaging the jets or propellers.  Ron and his father used the same kind of 
boats for their guiding activities on the South Fork as on the Main Fork of the Goodnews River, 
unless they were going above Lookout Mountain.  Lookout Mountain was the point on the 
Middle and South Forks beyond which they had to use smaller boats.  Above Lookout Mountain 
[river mile 9 or 10 on the DNR map], they used 15-foot and 18-foot boats.  Beyond that point 
[about river mile 25] they were “just risking their equipment.”   These operations took place at 
the same time as their operations on the Main and Middle Forks.   
 
The Hydes built a lodge on the Main Fork of the Goodnews River [river mile 6.5 on the DNR 
map].  It was called the “Goodnews River Lodge” and was strategically located close to the 
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confluence of the Main, Middle and South Forks.  The lodge is still in use.  The current owners 
operate guided trips up the North, Middle and South Forks of the Goodnews River.  There is a 
cut through the land [a slough] that provides water access from the main branch of the river, 
where the lodge is located, to the other two forks.  Ron pointed to a photograph of the lodge 
(Figure 6) in the three-ring binder.   
 
According to Ron, Tivyagak Creek was part of another historic portage route that went up the 
South Fork and over a mountain pass to Togiak Bay.  The portage route was used from the 
Osviak River (going northwest) and from Tivyagak (going southeast), as travelers went in both 
directions.  Ron pulled out a dictionary of the Yupik language to refresh his memory about 
Tivyagak Creek.  He used to speak the local language fairly well.  He said there was a fair 
amount of Native use on Tivyagak Creek, as it was part of a natural portage, and one could take 
a boat quite a ways up the creek.  The creek slows down in the upper portion and there are not a 
lot of rapids.  The surrounding land is marshy and the creek becomes very windy.  The upper 
reaches of the creek connect to a series of lakes.  The upper part of Tivyagak Creek is slow and 
windy.   
 
Ron recalled going a long ways up Tivyagak Creek.  When Nicole asked how far up the creek he 
had gone, Ron said that somewhere, perhaps at home, he has a set of maps showing the extent he 
has traveled up each of the rivers and creeks in the drainage.  He had thought the maps were at 
his office, but he could not find them when he looked for them this morning.  He said he will 
look for the maps at his home here in Anchorage.  On a number of occasions, Ron said, he took 
clients up Tivyagak Creek to the marsh and pond areas, which he stated was just north of 
boundary of the NWR.  Ron traveled by boat up Tivyagak Creek to river mile 8 [on the DNR 
map], a point where the river splits.  They went up the west tributary and to the south to the 
northern boundary of the Togiak NWR [SE ¼ of Sec. 32, T. 12 S., R. 71 W., SM].  His clients 
fly fished in that area for grayling, rainbows and Dolly Varden.  He did not take any clients up 
the creek for hunting.  Ron used 14-foot, 15-foot and 16-foot aluminum skiffs with outboard jets 
units when taking clients up the Tivyagak.  He believed that the west branch of upper Tivyagak 
Creek was the main branch of the creek.  [DNR maps show the east branch to be the main 
branch].   
 
Ron Jr. got started guiding with his father.  Ron Hyde Sr., who lives in Anchorage, started the 
guiding business in 1970-1971.  Ron Jr. was about 13 or 14 when he began going out on guiding 
trips with his father in the summers.  They had other crew members.  Ron Jr. grew up with the 
business and really liked the remote Goodnews drainage.  Ron eventually started living in 
Goodnews village, while his father always returned to Anchorage at the end of the season.   Ron 
bought a house in the village and lived there year-round. He worked in his father’s business as a 
river guide during the summers and traveled the back country with local villagers, hunting and 
fishing for subsistence.  He became a Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO) and served in 
Goodnews village.  As a VPSO, he was responsible for search and rescue out in the Goodnews 
area.  He was involved in several rescues, including giving CPR and recovering the body of 
Clyde Huffmon who died on a mining claim on Slate Creek.  As a VPSO, he received 
subsistence leave every year.  He spent his subsistence leave working as a river guide.  Another 
VPSO would come in and fill in for him while he worked with his father.  Ron was born was in 
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1961.  He was probably about 13 or 14 when he began his heaviest use on the rivers in the 
Goodnews area (Figure 21).  
 
 

 
Figure 21.  Ron Hyde, Jr. pushing a jet boat with an oar at the mouth of upper Goodnews 

Lake where the top of the narrows pop out into upper lake, late 1970s. 
 
 
Ron lived in the village until the sale of his father’s business in 1994 or 1995.  He showed the 
interviewers his copy of a dictionary.  He said that at one time he was fluent in Yupik.  He said 
that he does not speak the language so much anymore, but it was apparent to the interviewers 
that Ron was proficient in the Native pronunciation of river and place names.  He recalled BLM 
employees interviewing him in 1986, when he was asked about his use of the Goodnews River 
and its tributaries.  
 
Rolfe asked Ron about early jet boat use in Alaska and on the Goodnews River.  Ron stated that 
a company called “Outboard Jet” of San Leandro, California designed the most efficient 
outboard jets.  That company came out with its outboard jet unit in 1960, and after that outboard 
jets started to be heavily used in Alaska.  Ron differentiated between inboard and outboard jet 
units, and he said that both types have been used in Alaska.  Sonny Peterson, the owner of Kuluk 
Lake Lodge (an in-holding in Katmai National Park) and Brooks Lodge at Katmai National Park, 
owned an early jet boat and used it in Alaska.  Ron Jr. thought that his father may know of more 
people.  The Hydes started using jet boats in 1971 on the Goodnews River.  Ron also recalled 
other airboat use in Alaska in the 1970s.  The Hamilton Jet, an inboard jet unit, was developed in 
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New Zealand.  Jet boats were used in the Nushagak fishery and probably on the Kenai Peninsula 
in the early years of statehood.  During the interview, Ron looked on-line for information on 
“Outboard Jet” and   used a “Google” search to pull up information on the company “Outboard 
Jet.”  According to the web-site, the company started manufacturing and selling outboard jets in 
1960.  Ron said that the company started selling outboard jet units in Oregon, Washington and 
Alaska about the same time.  Ron said that inboards jet units, which were invented before 1960, 
were used earlier in Alaska than outboard jet units.  Ron thought that inboard jet units were used 
in the fishing fleet on the Nushagak and Kvichak rivers.  Ron said he will make some inquiries 
with folks who have been around a long time and that may know more about early jet boat use in 
Alaska. 
 
Ron stated that there was historic use of all of these rivers in the Goodnews area with propellers, 
well before jet boat use.  In the past, boaters using Evinrude outboard motors often attached a 
broken propeller to a tree to mark the furthest distance up a river or creek that the boaters 
traveled.  There was use by propellered craft long before jet boat units, but jet boats have been 
used on the Goodnews River system as long as Ron can recall.  Commercial boat use on the 
Goodnews River and its Middle and South Forks began with commercial fishing.  The local 
Natives commercially fished on the lower portions of the rivers before any limits were place on 
commercially fishing the rivers.  The Goodnews Cannery was located just south of the mouth of 
the Goodnews River.  It was owned by the Japanese.  The ruins of the cannery are located on a 
Native allotment (FF-18209) just south of the outlet of the river [Section 28, T. 12 S., R. 73 W., 
SM], across from Goodnews Village.  Local fishermen took their boats up the Goodnews River 
and its Forks to commercial fish and they sold their fish to the cannery.  The fishery and the 
cannery were active in the 1950s and 1960s.  The cannery was abandoned by the 1970s when 
Ron began guiding in the area with his father.  There is still evidence of the cannery buildings at 
the site.  There were no escapement concerns back in those days, Ron state.  Now the industry is 
more knowledgeable about the function of escapement.   
 
Propeller driven boats were common on the Goodnews River and its tributaries prior to 1959, 
according to Ron.  He said that all of the mining equipment taken to the mines on Wattamuse 
Creek was taken by propeller driven boats that went up the Goodnews River and Slate Creek.  
The miners “drag lined” the river to get their equipment up the rivers to their mining claims.  
Miners used Slate, Canyon, Fox and Salmon creeks to move mining equipment up upstream to 
mining claims.  A floating dredge built in the 1930s is still located on Wattamuse Creek.  All of 
the materials used to construct the dredge on Wattamuse Creek were brought up stream by boat.   
 
Ron said he has lots of photographs of boating on the South Fork and other rivers and creeks in 
the area.  He said he will give the interviewers a call when he gets the material together from his 
collection at home.  He also will look for his collection of guiding maps.  [End of interview] 
 




